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About me

• 2nd year M.Sc. student

• **Research area:** software engineering*

• **Hobbies:**

  • Daydreaming about dropping out of school

  • Shitposting on Twitter

  • Making really excellent puns

*please don’t ask
Let’s talk about Vine
Vine
Vine

noun /vain/
A type of plant that climbs or grows along the ground and has a twisting stem.

H.R. MacMillan Building
A “bud” of vines
i.e., a “vine compilation”
Vine
Vine

noun /vain/

an American social networking short-form video hosting service where users could share six-second-long, looping video clips.
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*not pictured: Dom Hofmann*
Let’s Explore Vines
The UDLS Vine Compilation

1. Squidward dab
2. Look at all those chickens
3. What up, I’m Jared (I’m 19 and I never fucking learned how to read)
4. This bitch empty (Yeet!)
5. The car is going to eat you!
6. A potato flew around my room
7. Let me see what you have (A knife! No!)
8. My name is Michael (with a ‘b’)
9. Road work ahead? (Uh yeah, I sure hope it does)
10. Get to del taco (free sha va ca doo)
"FRESH AVOCADO"

24 HR DRIVE-THRU
Questions?